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Demand for 
plants is high and 
will likely 
continue. 
Shopping has 
changed. That 
trend is likely to 
continue through 
the summer and 
beyond.

Michigan growers may sell 
to wholesale to retailers, 
but retailers are not 
permitted to sell their 
plants to end consumers, 
not even remotely.

Michigan Nursery and 
Landscape Association, 
AmericanHort, and 
Michigan Greenhouse 
Growers Council are 
working to open IGCs in 
Michigan.
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We are meeting in extraordinary times

As we personally and professionally work under changing 
circumstances, we should keep some things in mind:

 We must do what is legal. Changing daily. Networks like 
national (AmericanHort’s Coronavirus Resource Center) (IGC 
Talk! FB Group) and state organizations (MI Greenhouse 
Growers Assn., MI Nursery & Landscape Assn.) are essential! 

 Second, we need to do what is ethical. What can be done 
safely? Online sales? Curbside pick-up? No touch payments? You 
know your people and your market(s) best. Ethics have optics.

 Third, what can you do to be positive and helpful? Online 
messages, links, and classes. Let good judgement and ethics 
guide your choices. Know your choices affect others.

Planning and action both are important

 Reiterate Charlie Hall’s message: 
Develop and enact contingency 
plans.

 What if you can open next week? 
April 15? April 30?

 Plans made now will help you 
through much longer than the 
near term.

 Cash flow and budgets?

 Potential new partnerships with a 
business that is open?

Prepare now for re-opening.

Spring is coming! Renewal of life! 
Optimism! Hope!

1. Take care of yourself first (physical 
and mental health) and your 
family.

2. Staff next: be frank, honest, have 
frequent communications.

3. Customers third: Why you are 
closed and when you will be open. 
Visible steps to keep them safe.

Planning and action both are important

 Do not reduce 
your online or 
electronic 
(advertising) 
communications. 
This is your 
lifeline to 
customers.

Bachman’s donated and delivered several hundred 
flowering plants to hospital workers.
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Keeping staff safe and healthy

 Honest and upbeat!

 Communicate with staff regularly and reinforce what is 
new protocol.

Mandated to screen workers daily (symptoms)

Reinforce hygiene: cover nose and mouth for cough or 
sneeze, wash hands

Keep 6-foot distance from everyone

 Follow CDC guidelines for sanitizing surfaces

HEART Framework of Crisis 
Communication:

Humanize your company
Educate about change
Assure stability
Revolutionize offerings
Tackle the future

Communicate 
with 
customers!

You are closed and 
that’s not your fault. 
Stay top of mind 
with the base you’ve 
built.
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Communication with customers

 Be positive! 

 Deliver positive messages and images:
 Beautiful images of food and flowers with positive messages

 Plant benefits (https://ellisonchair.tamu.edu/health-and-well-being-
benefits-of-plants/)

 Activities with kids (https://beauty.provenwinners.com/diy/kids-
projects/)

 #PlantsDoThat infographics (https://consumerhort.org/plantsdothat/)

 Use these on your phone message when people call to 
hear your hours of operation.

Many other organizations are encouraging everyone to plant 
many different plants.

#PlantsDoThat at consumerhort.org/plantsdothat/

https://ellisonchair.tamu.edu/benefitsofplants/Free download of article at 

Stay calm and garden on! Did 
you know that increased access 
to green spaces reduces 
psychological distress, 
depression symptoms,
clinical anxiety, and mood 
disorders in adults? It’s true! 
Take a break and enjoy your 
outdoor plants.
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Keep your distance, but not from 
plants. Did you know that time 
spent in natural settings can 
help reduce mental fatigue 
recovery time and improve 
concentration levels?

Did you know that having 10 or more trees 
in a city block, on average, improves 
personal health perceptions in ways 

comparable to a $10,000 increase in annual 
personal income or being 7 years younger?

Experiencing indoor and outdoor natural environments helps 
transition individuals from a state of stress towards a state of 
relaxation and subconscious activity enabling better sleep?

Did you know that recent studies show that immunity from 
illnesses can be enhanced by viewing, interacting with, or even 
being in the vicinity of plants?

When you are open, what can I buy?

 Basics are selling fast: mulch (great exercise for kids), top soil, 
amendments

 Vegetables selling very fast (food security and fun activity)

 Colorful still is important as people spend time at home

 Communicating purchase options

 Take some pictures of key products

 Email a newsletter with your (planned) options (but check website).

 Social Media: work your existing network

 What can be featured? Think solutions. Think packages.

Integration of plants to 
make “packages”. 
Containers, seeds, 
potting mix, plants, 
fertilizer. Marigolds, 
nasturtium?
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Haskins, England Stewarts, England

Squires, England

Selection by color will still drive many choices.
Opportunities to integrate across botanical lines.

Not just color but the integration 
of plants to make “packages” 
that have direct contrast as well 
as subtle contrast.

Products: Think Bundles & Packages 

 Demand for both food and pretty; combine them

 Incorporate lower margin items as part of packages to 
move inventory

 Incorporate shrubs in some larger mixed containers

 Excellent examples from IGC Talk! and other FB groups

 Communicate, communicate, communicate! Show and 
tell worked well in kindergarten and works now (camera 
phone and social media are your best friends)
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What does your take-out menu look like?

 Pizza pot: grape tomato, basil, 
marigold, spicy pepper

 Pasta package: Roma tomato, parsley,  
green pepper

 Salad bowl: greens and seeds and 
nasturtium (now, seeds for later)

 Beginner’s beauty: Easy-peasy 
(marigolds? Sunflower?)

 What’s your favorite color? Red, yellow, 
green, blue, white

Ordering

 Online options

 Inventory up on google docs or email a 
take-out menu they can call you, place 
order, and have cashless transaction

 Telephone

Take their number and call them back 
on another line

 Limited on phone lines? Buy some 
burner phones if needed

Online store
 Work your network (or your IT 

person) for simple steps to get up and 
going in the short term

 Weebly, Bigcommerce, Shopify, 
Lightspeed, Woocommerce (online 
stores)

 Facebook and telephone? Newsletter 
and call with credit card?

 Add means for electronic payment: 
Paypal or Stripe or Venmo or Square

Video concierge

 Make an appointment (scheduling software)

 Minimum order $$ and/or add $25 or a percentage

 Walk around with video chat

 Place order

 Pick order and place on cart (number cart)

 Text or call with stall number

 Load in trunk

 Delivery? Give a free flower/seed pack/plant but consider 
charging for delivery. Leave on porch, call or text.

Now, how can I get it?

 What is possible? What can be implemented in the short-
term and longer?

 Delivery options

 Curb-side pick up

 Concierge (personal shopper via Facetime or video-chat).

 What does that look like through the entire system from 
selection, through payment, through delivery/pick-up? Walk it 
through in detail.

Curb-side pick-up
 Call/online and place an order

 Pick order and place on cart (number)

 Text or call with stall number

 Leave cart at car/vehicle (do not load in trunk)

 Wipe down cart and go back inside
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Nocontactplantpickup.com

Delivery

 Call/online and place an order

 Call or text for delivery date

 Leave on front porch

 Call or text that delivery was made

https://www.gardencentermag.com/article/free-downloadable-covid-19-signs-available/

Check-out/register good practices

 Safe and healthy is the goal!

 Reinforce hygiene: cover nose and mouth for 
cough or sneeze

 Clear counter near cash register (Judy 
Sharpton)

 Space dots at check-out to space customers

 Limit number of customers permitted in store

 No cash: tap or sanitize credit card machine

 Follow CDC guidelines for sanitizing surfaces

Online classes

 What can be converted?

 Think about a package (and price 
point) for the materials.

 Pick-up or delivery?

 Use interactive software so 
attendees can ask questions and 
interact.

 Live (FB live) stream? Future uses 
of recorded seminars?
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Plant trucks?
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Marketing Munchies Podcasts:
Season 1 (2018)

Episode 16: Pricing and Perceived Value

Episode 29: 5 Tips to Build Better Signs

Episodes 38, 38: Charlie Hall on Plant Benefits

Season 2 (2019)

Episode 7: Good, Better, Best Pricing

Episode 12: Sales and Selling

Episodes 36, 37: Trey Malone on Social Media Best Practices 

Season 3 (2020)

Episode 102: Pat Huddleston on Customer Service Isn’t Rocket Science

www.connect-2-consumer.com

Help them be successful at home with your help and other professionals.
Don’t sell and socially distance, keep in touch virtually! Summary

 Reset to a new “normal” as shopping has fundamentally 
changed (likely be this way for months).

 Be positive, communicate positively.

 Safety and health are priorities (choices)

 What is possible soon, should be continued and 
developed (curb-side, online, remote shopping)

 Importance of networks, use the information

 Please stay well and let us know how we can help.

Thanks for your attention!
Questions?

Dr. Bridget K. Behe, Ph.D., Professor

Department of Horticulture

Michigan State University

behe@msu.edu
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